G5 Final Exam Q. part 2

The Sierra Nevada range is a fault block Range.
The answer is true. svee

From north to south the great Central valley is______miles long?
A)10000
B)1000
C)100
D)400
E)282
The answer is D. svee

Death valley is ______feet below sea level?
A)355
B)282
C)89
D)0
Answer is B.svee

The Great Basin is a basin and range province.
The answer is true. Svee

The selling of Marijuana does not provide much revenue In California. Silva

T / F False

Marketing associations help(s)

a. To allow growers to own their own packing plants
b. Establish standards of quality
c. With advertising and promoting a controlled brand
d. develop an aggressive personal sales force
e. All of the above Answer: e. Silva

Industrial cities

a. Promote commerce and trade
b. Have manufacturing as the dominating economic force
c. Are around to extract resources from the nearby area
d. Are party cities that have many colleges
answer: b Silva

There are 3320 shopping malls in California

T / F True. Silva

California is not the leading state in the nation's tourist economy

T / F False Silva

California has plenty of
a. Winter activities
b. Trails for riding and hiking
c. Campsites to camp at
d. Places to fish
e. All of the above and more answer: e Silva

Many of the islands in California are extensions of mountain ranges
T / F True Silva
Escondido is the largest _________ growing area in the state of California
a. Avocado
b. Grapes
c. Citrus
d. Chicken  answer: a Silva

Santa Rosa and Santa Cruz Islands are not developed, apart from military and pastoral use.

T / F  True. Silva

The highest peak of the Transverse Ranges is
a. Mt. San Gorgonio
b. Mt. Whitney
c. Mt. Saint Helens
d. None of the above  answer: a Silva

Santa Cruz is one of the most protected areas along the coast

T / F  True. Silva

Diablo Range is the eastern most ridge of
a. Mt. Whitney
b. Mt. Diablo
c. Death Valley
d. Devil's Peak  answer: b Silva

The Klamath Mountains are
a. The most rugged mountains in California
b. The most complex mountains in California
c. Are a relatively young mountain range
d. All of the above  answer: d Silva

The Klamath Mountains are very well populated

T / F False Silva

The two largest mountains in and around the southern cascades are
a. Mt. Shasta and Mt. Rainier
b. Mt. Whitney and Mt. Diablo
c. Sierra Nevadas and Rocky Mts.
d. None of the above  answer: a Silva

The Modoc plateau is very rugged and mountainous

T / F  False Silva

Death Valley's elevation is about
a. 20 ft. below sea level
b. 252 ft. below sea level
c. 282 ft. below sea level
d. 327 ft. below sea level  answer: c Silva

Deserts are the main habitats where xerophytic plant life is found

T / F  True Silva

The highest mountain in the Sierra Nevadas is
a. Mt. Whitney
b. Mt. Rainier
c. Mt. Shasta
The Sierra Nevadas are very habitable and very populated

T / F False  Silva

The Great Central Valley is bordered east to west by (2 answers)

a. The Cascades  
b. The coast ranges  
c. The Sierras  
d. Death Valley  answer: b and c Silva

The problem with the rivers in the Central Valley is that they tend to have a lot of _____ in them

a. Cyanide  
b. Salt  
c. Lead  
d. Chlorine  answer: b Silva

The future of California, if there is no unforeseen catastrophic events to affect it, looks very positive

T / F True Silva

If California were to float off and be its own ____ it would be very influential in world politics

a. State  
b. Continent  
c. Country  
d. Territory  answer: c Silva

Lecture 21:
1. Indians were not agriculturalists until the establishment of missions.  
   True- Ludington
2. What were the two reasons that first reports to america speculated that California would never be self sufficient in agricultural products?  
   a) summer drought  
   b) lower level of agricultural technology  
   c) abundance of fruit flies  
   d) inconsistand percipitation  
   e) climate was too hot and dry for most desired plants to grow in  
   a & d- Ludington

Lecture 23:
1. In 1970 the census showed that 81% of the population in California was living on 2% of the land.  
   True- Ludington
2. What two California cities have grown most rapidly in recent times?  
   a) Redding  
   b) San Jose  
   c) Eureka  
   d) Ventura  
   e) San Diego  
   b & e- Ludington

Lecture 24:
1. Santa Cruz City is considered to be an agricultural dominated economy.  
   False. Santa Cruz City is considered to be a tourist dominated economy.- Ludington
2. Where are 42% of all winter sport visitations?  
   a) Lake Tahoe  
   b) Mamoth Lakes  
   c) Shasta City  
   d) San Bernadino Mountains  
   e) none of the above  
   d- Ludington
Lecture 25:
1. The Interior Highlands of California are good for high alpine sport.
   False - The Interior Highlands of California are good for agriculture and urbanization. Ludington
2. What is unique about the transverse ranges?
   a) It is lower in elevation than all of the other mountain ranges in California
   b) It is the only major East-West trending mountain region in the state
   c) The region is mostly made up of only one mountain range
   d) It has the most densely settled coastal provences
   e) all of the above make the transverse ranges unique
   b - Ludington

Lecture 26:
1. The Pacific Coast Ranges are mainly upthrusted sedimentary rock, known as Franciscan Formation.
   True - Ludington
2. Which is not a smaller range with in the coast ranges?
   a) Sierra Madres
   b) Diablo
   c) Klamath Mountains
   d) South Fork Mountains
   e) Santa Cruz Mountains
   c - Ludington

Lecture 27:
1. Klamath Mountain rocks are the extension of old sierra granite intrusions about 100,000,000 years old.
   True - Ludington
2. What is true about the Klamath Mountains?
   a) steep canyons
   b) fast rivers
   c) much rainfall
   d) elevations to 9000'
   e) all of the above are true
   e - Ludington

Lecture 28:
1. Most of the Basin and Range Province is in California, but there is a small portion in Nevada and Oregon.
   False: Only a small part of the province is in California and most of it is in Nevada and Oregon. Ludington
2. Why did the mining in Death Valley end?
   a) the area became a National Monument in 1933
   b) The 20 mule team was unable to make the 165 mile trip to Mojave
   c) The miners went on strike
   d) the Federal Govt. outlawed it to protect the Shoshone Indians
   e) none of the above
   a - Ludington

1) Pueblos are the only 3 planned cities in California. T/F True Cook
2) All of the following are city classifications except ________.
   A) Primary  B) Island  C) Government  D) Resort  E) Commercial
   Answer is B Cook

1) 20% of all tourist money tends to be spent in transportation.  T/F False, 50% of the money is         Cook
2) Over 20 million people in California live within a(n) _______ drive of the beach.  A) 15 minute  B) 30 minute  C) 45 minute
   D) Hour  E) 2 hour  Answer is D Cook

1) Physiographically division is the best way to define areas in California.  T/F True Cook
2) Off shore islands, like the Channel Islands, are part of the __________.
   A) Seira Nevadas  B) The Aluvial Fill  C) Transverse ranges
   D) Basin and Range  E) Coastal Ranges
1) Beaches are composed of light colored sand. T/F
   False, it is made of lose material  
2) Waves are strongest during ________. A) High Tide  B) Low Tide
   C) Summer  D) Winter  E) Waves are always the same strength
   Answer is D  

1) A Tambolo is the connection of land to a marine stack (Stack Rock). 
   T/F  True  
2) The largest natural fresh water lake in california is the ________.
   A) Central Valley  B) Seirra Nevadas  C) Coastal Ranges
   D) Peninsular Ranges  E) Salton Sink
   Answer is B  

1) The Trinity Alps are within Death Valley. T/F
   False, its within the Klamath Mountains  
2) The most southerly active Volcano in the Cascades is ________.
   A) Honolulu  B) Mt. Lastine  C) Mt. Shasta  D) Mt. Everist
   E) Mt. Whitney  The answer is B  

1) A Graben is the lower part of the Basin and Range Provence. T/F
   True  
2) A ______ is the rased part of the Basin and Range Provence.
   A) Graben  B) Platue  C) Valley  D) Mountain  E) Horst
   Answer is E  

1) California Contains the deepest Graben in the world. T/F
   False, the Dead Sea is the deepest  
2) An exzample of a Xerophytic plant is :  
   A) Mustard Plant  B) Red Wood  C) Tulip  D) Cactus  E) Fern
   Answer is D  

1) True or False-By the 1970's 81% of California's population lived on 2% of the land. (True Daso)
2) A __ city is an extraction of nearby resources such as mining, lumber, or fishing. a)primary, b) industrial, c) resort, d) government (A Daso)
3) True or false- Sand is made of feldspar quartz and rock debris. (True Daso)
4) a Waves are most common in summer and push _b_ towards the shore while _c_ waves are most common in winter and gauge out sand bars off shore.
   a) small, b) sand, c) big, d) shore line. (A Daso)
5) True or false-California fault blocked mountains are rotated (hinged) on the west sides, with steep eastern escarpments. (True Daso)
6) __Along the coast are caused by wave action when sea level was "higher" relative to land. a) marine terraces, b) beaches, c) interior highlands, d) islands
   (A Daso)
7) True or false-Rock=ocean sediments over 150 million years old. (True Daso)
8) __mountains are relatively young, the tops are quite flat, and they're geologically complicated. a) Santa Cruz, b) Santa Yenz, c) Pacheco pass,
   d) Tehachapi (A Daso)
9) True or false-The Klamath mountains are about the most rugged in California. (True Daso)
10) The Klamath mountains region of California is bordered on the north by the __, south by the __, west by the __, and east by the __
   a) Oregon border, b) central valley, c) north coast range, d) volcanic southern cascades. (A,B,C,D. Daso)
11) True or false-two major deserts in California are the Mojave and the Colorado. (True Daso)
12) Coachella and imperial vallies are in the __Desert. a) Colorado, b) Mojave, c) Anza-Boerego, d) Death Valley (A Daso)
13) Lots of California's __is mined on the __side of the Sierra Nevada. a) slate, b) west, c) gold, d) east (A,B. Daso)
14) True or false-Yosemeti Valley was discovered in 1851. (True Daso)
1. What percentage of CA cultivated land is used to feed animals?
   A. 50%
   B. 10%
   C. 60%
   D. 25%
   E. 5%

   Answer = A (Bradberry)

2. Everyone knows barley is an important ingredient for good beer. Of the CA barley crop, only 10% is used for beer. How much of the barley crop is used to feed animals?
   A. 25%
   B. 50%
   C. 75%
   D. 10%
   E. 90%

   Answer = E (Bradberry)

3. T/F: Irish potatoes were brought to CA by farmers from Ireland searching for new lives in the new land.

   Answer = F. Potatoes were imported to Ireland from CA. (Bradberry)

4. T/F: ¾ of all vegetables in the USA are produced in CA.

   Answer = F. 1/3 of the vegetables are produced in CA. (Bradberry)

5. Recreation in CA is a vital part of its culture. T/F: Most recreational driving in CA is for local sightseeing and showing friends and family the place you live.

   Answer = T (Bradberry)

6. Of the following, which is NOT one of the 3 main purposes for hunting?
   A. thin out the population
   B. food
   C. sport
   D. self-defense against predator-animals

   Answer = D (Bradberry)

7. Approximately how many state and federal campsites are there in CA?
   A. 10,000
   B. 5,000
   C. 50,000
   D. 30,000
   E. 25,000

   Answer = D (Bradberry)
8. T/F: The "Raindrop" Trailer was probably the most iconic and popular trailer in history.

Answer = F. The "Teardrop" Trailer is the right name. (Bradberry)

9. Who said "If you're bored in CA – it's your own fault!"?

A. President Reagan  
B. President Bush  
C. Governor Schwartzeneggar  
D. Professor Dave Balogh

Answer = D (Bradberry)

10. T/F: There is evidence that suggests the Channel Islands in Southern California were connected to the mainland in the Ice Age, allowing the natives to migrate back and forth on foot.

Answer = T (Bradberry)

11. T/F: The beaches along CA's coast are a series of terraces called "Marine Terraces".

Answer = T (Bradberry)

12. T/F: CA is slowly sinking into the ocean a little bit every year.

Answer = F. The East coast is sinking into the ocean, and CA is rising up out of the ocean (Bradberry)

13. Which two of these minerals are the most common minerals in solid rock? (mark 2)

A. Carbon  
B. Quartz  
C. Zinc  
D. Feldspar

Answer = B + D (Bradberry)

14. What is the name of the phenomenon that allows the sand along the beaches of CA to migrate down the coast?

A. Longshore current  
B. Longboard noseriding  
C. Longshore transport  
D. Shoreline sandsport  
E. Shoreline current

Answer = C. (Bradberry)

15. T/F: The Santa Cruz yacht harbor is the largest man-made harbor in the USA.

Answer = F. San Pedro is the correct answer. (Bradberry)

16. What is the elevation of the largest mountain in our area (Mt. Diablo)?

A. 10,000 feet  
B. 5,000 feet  
C. 2,000 feet  
D. 4,000 feet  
E. 8,000 feet  

Answer = D. (Bradberry)
17. T/F: The Klamath Mountains are the most complex geomorphic mountains in CA.
   Answer = T (Bradberry)

18. T/F: The Klamath Mountains produce 70% of CA's river run-off.
   Answer = F. The correct answer is 40%. (Bradberry)

19. T/F: Sequoia County is the holds the largest reserves of standing timber in CA.
   Answer = F. Humboldt County is the correct answer. (Bradberry)

20. T/F: Every year, the ratio of timber cut down versus re-grown is 3 to 1.
   Answer = F. Correct answer is 2 to 1 (Bradberry)

21. Where did Professor Balogh go to have the best sandwich of his life?
   A. San Francisco
   B. Erik's Deli Café in Capitola
   C. Lake Tahoe
   D. Arcata
   E. Alturas

   Answer = E. (Bradberry)

22. Where is the deepest Graben in the Western Hemisphere?
   A. The Warner Range
   B. Utah
   C. The border of Nevada and California
   D. Death Valley
   E. The Salton Sea

   Answer = D. (Bradberry)

23. T/F: Bode is the best-preserved ghost town in CA.
   Answer = T. (Bradberry)

24. What is the elevation of Death Valley, CA? (compared to Sea Level)
   A. − 400 feet
   B. 400 feet
   C. 282 feet
   D. − 282 feet
   E. 0 feet

   Answer = D (Bradberry)

25. In what year was the sound barrier broken?
   A. 1907
   B. 1957
C. 1967
D. 1947
E. 1977

Answer = D (Bradberry)

26. T/F: Howard Hughes broke the sound barrier.

Answer = F. Correct answer is Chuck Yeager. (Bradberry)

1. True or False? The Santa Ana Winds travel through the Basin and Range Province to southern California.

   True. Boodt

2. Mono Lake is in which region:

   A. Central Valley
   B. Cascade Mountains
   C. Sierra Nevada
   D. Basin and Range Province
   E. Death Valley

   The answer is C. Sierra Nevada. Boodt

Lecture 21 - 11/15/07
1. True or False: California ranks 5th in egg production in the U.S.
   Answer: False. California is the #1 egg producer in the U.S.
   Boutelle

2. The Practice of Silviculture is: (one correct answer)
   A) Silver Mining
   B) Alfalfa Growing
   C) Christmas Tree Farming
   D) Wine Making
   E) Pumpkin Farming
   Answer: C. Christmas Tree Farming
   Boutelle

Lecture 22 - 11/27/07
1. True or False: San Pedro Harbor is the largest man made harbor in the world.
   Answer: True
   Boutelle

2. What California city was originally known as "Yerba Buena" and sometimes called "Baghdad bt the Bay"? (one correct answer)
   A) Placerville
   B) San Francisco
   C) Carlsbad
   D) San Ysidro
   E) Palm Springs
   Answer: B. San Francisco
   Boutelle

Lecture 23 - 11/29/07
1. True or False: California ranks third in tourist revenue behind Florida and New York.
   Answer: False. California ranks first in tourist revenue in the U.S.
   Boutelle
2. Almost all of the avocados grown in California come from what regional area? (one correct answer)
   A) Basin and Range Province
   B) Modoc Plateau
   C) Klamath Mountain Province
   D) Santa Clara Valley
   E) Penninsular Ranges
   Answer: E. Penninsular Ranges

Lecture 24 - 12/4/07

1. True or False: The sand on California beaches is mostly made up of broken down volcanic rock.
   Answer: False. The sand on California beaches is mostly made up of broken down Quartz and Feldspar.

Boutelle

2. The largest natural fresh water lake that is entirely within the state of California is:
   (one correct answer)
   A) Lake Don Pedro
   B) Clear Lake
   C) Lake Tahoe
   D) Pinto Lake
   E) Lake Amador
   Answer: B. Clear Lake.

Boutelle

Lecture 25 - 12/6/07

1. True or False: Mt. Shasta had the most recent volcanic eruption in California.
   Answer: False. Mt. Lassen was the most recent (1914-1917)

Boutelle

2. The Klamath Mountains reach elevations of up to: (one correct answer)
   A) 4000 ft.
   B) 25000 ft.
   C) 350 ft.
   D) 9000 ft.
   E) 1000 ft.
   Answer: D. 9000 ft.

Boutelle

3. True or False: The best sandwich David Balogh ever had was a grilled cheese sandwich with ham and Fresno chillis in Alturas, California.
   Answer: True

Boutelle

Lecture 26 - 12/11/07

1. The most common plant life in the desert is considered Xerophytic.
   Answer: True

Boutelle

2. The majority of carrots from California are grown in what area? (one correct answer)
   A) The Imperial Valley
   B) The Anza Borego desert
   C) The Owens Valley
   D) The Modoc Plateau
   E) The Central Valley
   Answer: A. The Imperial Valley

Boutelle

#1 agriculture is the largest money making product in California. true juan lopez
#2 California is 2nd in producing what
a/ fruit  c/trees
b/plants d/eggs
answer = d eggs juan lopez

#3 marijuana produces from 100 to 600 million yearly. true juan lopez

#4 pot selling helps who when industry is low.
a/lumber sellers  b/farmers
c/teenagers  d/none of the above
answer= a juan lopez

#5 San Fransisco was once named yerba buena. true juan lopez

#6 in the 1920's LA had a population of
a/ 500 thousand  c/over 1 million
b/ 200 thousand  d/none of the above
answer=c juan lopez

#7 la is the largest flatest coastal range in ca. true juan lopez

#8 how many people live in the coastal planes of la
a/200 thousand  c/9 million
b/3 million  d/ 5 million
answer= c juan lopez

#9 the san lucia range is the tallest peak which is one mile high. true juan lopez

#10 diablo range was named after
a/ mt diablo  b/mt Whitney
c/santa cruz  d/none of the above
answer= a juan lopez

#11 in 1890 the sequoia became a national park. true juan lopez

#12 in what year was the valley of Yosemite discovered
a/1850  c/1847
b1851 d/1849
answer=a juan lopez

1. True or False. 1/10 of the state of CA is crops?
Answer: True (Kaila G)

2. What is the largest money making product in CA?
A. FIsh
B. Lumbar
C. Agriculture
D. Beef
E. Milk
Answer: C (Kaila G)

#23 Metropolitan CA

1. What is one of the six types of cities?
A. Large city
B. Small city
C. Resort city
D. Busy city
E. None of the above
Answer: C Resort city (Kaila G)
2. True or False? Henry Ford invented the assembly line?
   Answer: True (Kaila G)

#24 Recreation and Tourism

1. True or False? CA is the largest state in retail trade.
   Answer: True (Kaila G)

2. What are the two fastest growing cities in CA? (2 answers correct)
   A. San Diego
   B. San Francisco
   C. Orange County
   D. San Jose
   E. Los Angeles
   Answers: C & D (Kaila G)

#25 Peninsular and Transverse Ranges

1. True or False? LA is the largest and flattest coastal range in CA.
   Answer: True (Kaila G)

2. What is the depth of the alluvial fill in LA?
   A. over 2,000 ft
   B. over 20,000 ft
   C. over 31,000 ft
   D. over 60,000 ft
   E. None of the above
   Answer: C (Kaila G)

#26 Coast Ranges

1. True or False? Mt Hamilton is 4,500 ft high.
   Answer: True

2. What is the 2nd largest coastal plane in CA?
   A. San Diego
   B. San Francisco
   C. Monterey
   D. Santa Cruz
   E. None of the above
   Answer: C (Kaila G)

#28 Great Basin & Sierra Nevada

1. True or False? Death Valley is 282 ft below sea level.
   Answer: True (Kaila G)

2. What kind of plant is the Joshua Tree?
   A. Tree
   B. Shrub
   C. Bush
   D. Agave
   E. None of the above
   Answer: D (Kaila G)

1) There are only 3 planned cities in California.
   True. Fotinakes
2) Which is NOT a city classification?
   A) Commercial
   B) Industrial
   C) Resort
   D) Transportational
   E) Educational
   D is not a city classification. Fotinakes

Lecture 24

1) California is the 3rd state in the nation in the amount of tourist dollars spent.
   False. It is the leading state. Fotinakes

2) Which is not a common form of recreation in California?
   A) Sightseeing
   B) Beach Recreation
   C) Fishing/Hunting
   D) Camping
   E) All are common forms
   The answer is E. Fotinakes

Lecture 25

1) The Peninsular Ranges contain granite landforms.
   True. Fotinakes

2) Which is not a physical geographic feature of Transverse Ranges in California?
   A) Separates south land
   B) Least densely populated
   C) Cut in two by San Andreas fault
   D) Caused by volcanic hot spots
   E) Caused by Plate tectonic squeezing
   D is not a feature. Fotinakes

Lecture 26

1) The Coast Ranges are about 400 miles long.
   True. Fotinakes

2) _______ Ranges are made up of _________ ranges with ___________ names.
   A) smaller B) coastal C) different
   The answer is B, A, C. Fotinakes

Lecture 27

1) The southern boundary of the Cascade Mountains is the Sacramento Valley.
   True. Fotinakes

2) Mt. Shasta has all but:
   A) erupted in the past 200 yrs.
   B) active gas vents
   C) 5 small glaciers on its flanks
   D) none of the above
   E) all of the above
   The answer is E. Fotinakes

Lecture 28

1) The desert region of California is about 300 miles long.
   False. It is about 1000 miles long. Fotinakes
2) Which are deserts in California?
   A) Mojave
   B) Colorado
   C) Anza-Borego
   D) Owen's Valley
   E) All of the above
   The answer is E. Fotinakes

Geosyncline is a shallow inland sea made up of fresh water. TRUE Matt Ocampo

What are the three parts of the Central Valley?
   a. Sacramento Valley
   b. San Joaquin Valley
   c. San Jose
   d. Tahoe
   e. The Delta
   ANS a,b,e Matt Ocampo

What is the largest area in the Central Valley?
   a. San Joaquin Valley
   b. Fresno
   c. The Delta
   d. Watsonville
   e. Sacramento Valley
   ANS a Matt Ocampo

The two major deserts in California are the Mojave and the Sahara. False they are the Mojave and Colorado

Mt Shasta is the ____ highest volcano in the Cascades.
   a. 1st
   b. 2nd
   c. 3rd
   d. 4th
   e. 5th
   ANS b 2nd Matt Ocampo

40% of California's river runoff is from the Klamath Mtn Rivers. TRUE Matt Ocampo

Yreka is the largest town in the Southern Cascades. TRUE Matt Ocampo

About how many millions of dollars of gold have been removed from Cali?
   a. 50
   b. 100
   c. 150
   d. 160
   e. 200
   ANS c. 150 Matt Ocampo

1. Indians were not agriculturists until the establishment of the? A) missions B) san luis canal C) water faucet D) they were never farmers e) none of the above  Ans a) missions knoll

2. California is the #2 egg producer in the country? true or false  Ans true knoll

11-27-07

1. there are only ------- planned cites in california?  a) 5 b) 12 c) 3 d) 8 e) none of the above  Ans c) 3 knoll

2. cities succeed only when they provide useful services and grow only in response to demands in their area? true or false  Ans true knoll
11-29-07

1. California ranks ------- in dollars spent on tourism? a) 1 b) 2 c) 3 d) 4 e) none of the above  Ans a) 1
   knoll

2. Recreation is the pleasurable use of leisure time? true or false  Ans true  knoll

12-4-07

1. The wired thing about the Ohl bookstore is that? a) there are no books b) it's outside c) it's under water d) none of the above  Ans b) it's outside  knoll

2. La is the smallest coastal plain in California? true or false  Ans false  knoll

12-6-07

1. The highest peak in California is ? a) Mt Shasta b) Mt Lassen c) Mt San Gorgonio d) Mt Rushmore e) none of the above  Ans c) Mt San Gorgonio  knoll

2. Sants Rosa and Santa Cruz Islands are highly populated? true or false  Ans false  knoll

12-11-07

1. The two major deserts in California are the Colorado and the --------- deserts? a] Mojave b] Death c] Utah d] there is only one e] none of the above  Ans a] Mojave  knoll

2. The great central valley is 420 miles long? true or false  Ans true  knoll

True or False: 2% of California's population are farmers.  True. Moe.

What California crop (ex. lemons) does not participate in farmer marketing associations?
A. Lemons  
B. Raisins  
C. Avocados  
D. Wine  
E. None above

Answer: D. Wine    MOe.

True or False: Santa Cruz is considered a tourist, educational and government "type" of city. True. Moe.

How densely populated are the cities of California?
A. 90% of people live on 2% of the land  
B. 100% of people live on 100% of the land  
C. 92% of people live on 60% of the land  
D. 99% of people live on 1/2% of the land  
E. None above

Answer: A  Moe.

True or False: California is a state without much money coming of tourism.  False. Moe.

What is the most popular urban tourist site in California?
A. Santa Cruz Boardwalk  
B. Dinseyland  
C. Fisherman's Wharf  
D. Golden Gate Bridge  
E. Beverly Hills

Answers: B  Moe.
True or False: Marine Terraces are good places to build structures because of the stability. True. Moe.

How were the islands created off the southern most coast of California?
A. Manmade recreation sites
B. extensions of mountain ranges
C. sudden earthquakes uplifted ground
D. continental drift
E. None above
Answer, B. Moe.

True or False: The Clamath Mountains provide 40% of California's surface water? True. Moe.

Death Valley is considered to be what type of geological creation?
A. Complex Mountains
B. Graben
C. Horst
D. Valley
E. None above
Answer: B. Moe.

True or False: Mt. Whitney is the highest mountain in the Sierras? True. Moe.

1. Agriculture was used by Native Americans in California. False, they did not need to. Burke.

2. Planting seeds and waiting for the rains rather then irrigating is referred to as:
A. Plant and wait farming
B. Wetland farming
C. Weather farming
D. Dryland farming
E. None of the above
Answer:D, Burke

3. Primary cities main income comes from one trade or profession. True, Burke

4. Santa Cruz would be considered a 
   A. Commercial
   B. Resort
   C. Small
   D. Huge
   E. Primary
   Answer:B, Burke

5. Traveling within a hundred miles of home would be considered tourism. False, Recreational. Burke

6. California leads the states in 
   A. Tourism
   B. Oar production
   C. Tobacco production
   D. Local farming
   E. None of the above
   Answer A, Burke

7. Morongo reservation is the third largest reservation area in California. True, Burke

8. San Diego is the number one producer of in California.
   A. Carrots
   B. Artichokes
   C. Brussels sprouts
   D. Strawberries
   E. Avocados Answer: E, Burke
9. The Coastal Ranges in California stretch some 800 miles. False, 400 miles. Burke

10. Settlement of the Coast Ranges has favored A. Mountains  
B. Foothills  
C. Structural depressions  
D. High altitudes  
E. None of the above.  
Answer: C. Burke

11. Death Valley is 182 feet below sea level. False, 282 feet below. Burke

12. An example of a xerophytic plant is A. Poppy plant  
B. Fern  
C. Milk weed  
D. Cactus  
E. None of the above  
Answer: D. Burke

13. The Great Central Valley (for its size) produces the most valuable agricultural output in the world. True. Burke

14. A growing problem in California is: A. Population  
B. Pollution  
C. Distribution  
D. Mobility  
E. All of the above  
Answer: E. Burke

15. In the Burgess model of city growth the blue collar workers are the bulls-eye. False, Central Business District. Burke

16. How many malls are there in California? A. Under 1000  
B. Under 2000  
C. Over 3000  
D. Over 5000  
E. None of the above.  
Answer: C. Burke